Every state has trademark industries that confer a sense of identity and provide valuable symbols for use in the national marketplace. For instance, Kentucky leans heavily on its bourbon industry, whether through direct market participation or in driving tourism. In a similar vein, Wisconsin has historically been best known for its dairy industry. The state's identity is so entwined with the dairy industry that its license plates bear the slogan, “America's Dairyland.” So protective of this identity are Wisconsinites, that when local business leaders tentatively pushed for a change to the slogan emblazoned on the plates, a public uproar ensued. Given this reaction, it should come as no surprise that the state's laws reflect a similar seriousness when it comes to ensuring the quality of the butter sold in Wisconsin.

In 1953, the Wisconsin legislature enacted a butter-grading law that affected all butter sold in the state. To be sold in Wisconsin, butter must be labeled with a grade that reflects its assessment under either the Wisconsin or USDA grading systems, which are largely the same. The grading system takes into account an examination for flavor and aroma, body and texture, color, salt, package and other tests or procedures for ascertaining the quality of butter. The statute confers the power to assign grades exclusively to butter graders licensed by the state of Wisconsin.

This has caused brands both popular and obscure to be pulled from store shelves, including the nation's second best-selling butter, Kerrygold. Of particular interest to this blog post is the suit brought against Wisconsin by an Ohio-based butter maker, Minerva Dairy.
Minerva's claims were grandiose in scope and language, but that is not unusual when a local law affects economic actors from other states. Lawyers for Minerva challenged Wisconsin's butter-grading requirements on three grounds: (1) as a violation of the Due Process Clause; (2) the Equal Protection Clause; and (3) the Dormant Commerce Clause. In support of these constitutional arguments, they argued that the state's interest in ensuring butter quality is not rationally served by the involuntary application of such a subjective test, that the law discriminates irrationally between butter and other similar commodities, and that forcing out-of-state graders to come to Wisconsin to become certified discriminated against out-of-state dairies.

As expected, the state's arguments were essentially the inverse of Minerva's. First, Wisconsin claimed that the grading and labeling scheme advanced the legitimate state interests in better informing customers and promoting commerce. Second, because the testing requirement is not subjective but instead accurately reflects consumer preferences, it rationally serves the state's interest in ensuring butter quality. Finally, it is reasonable that butter is the only commodity for which the quality testing is compulsory because butter is substantially different from other commodities.

In finding for the state of Wisconsin, the Seventh Circuit was, for the most part, quite compelling. The court correctly found that the Commerce Clause challenge should fail because the grading system applied to everyone, and that the qualification to test butter was not overly difficult to attain or maintain. As to the Due Process and Equal Protection claims, the court indicated that because the standard of review required only that Wisconsin have a rational basis for the law, that bar was easily met by the two legitimate interests it expressed. Interestingly and perhaps somewhat alarmingly, the court further opined that Wisconsin need not present evidence or that the law served the legitimate interest; Wisconsin simply needed a stated rational basis. Thus, the court seemed ready to legitimize any reasoning advanced by the state as long as it was plausible, even if the facts in no way supported the proposition.

The court somewhat conveniently found that even if Wisconsin had needed to provide evidence to support their reasoning, the statute would survive because a state expert testified that the range of characteristics that reflect consumer preference are a known quantity, in effect arguing that taste is not subjective for butter in particular. Putting aside the dubious judgment of the court to accept at face value that the public taste for butter is quantifiably uniform, the court was ready to accept the state's argument that the plaintiffs had shown there was a wide range of qualities that the grading system did not adequately represent. If, for instance, the plaintiffs had shown inconsistencies between graders, or that in blind taste tests consumers had consistently rated butters of a uniform grade differently, the court would have deemed that immaterial to their decision. The court did not have to deal with that question here, and it seems inevitable that such a hands-off approach will inevitably lead to the court having the revisits the wisdom of this standard of review, which readily prioritizes the value of speculation over facts as long as it is advanced by the legislature.
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